
“…Wonder defined [as it was up to the end of the eighteenth century] as a 
form of learning – an intermediate, highly particular state akin to a sort of 
suspension of the mind between ignorance and enlightenment that marks 
the end of unknowing and the beginning of knowing.”

Adalgisa Lugli, “Inquiry as Collection”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a section on old wives' tales and household myths, a pair of dead mice top a piece of toast, next to a "Mouse Pie," believed to cure certain afflictions. A model of a child's hand holds a dying bird. Holding any small creature at its moment of passing was said to later result in a lifelong tremor in the hand. Stink ant gets infected with a parasitic fungus, which causes it to get into this zombie-like state and crawl to the tallest point of the jungle where upon reaching the highest leaf the fungus explodes from the ants head releasing spores that float to the ants on the forest floor and the lifecycle begins again.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFA Exhibition, Important to me for the display to be authentic from the floor up.  So rather than display the pieces on a standard white pedestal, I commissioned my Dad to make pedestals.  Important lesson learned. Collaborate with others to ensure that your ideas can come to fruition.  















Artist: Ward Shelley
The History of Science Fiction
2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every year since 2005, the competitive exhibit Places and Spaces: Mapping Science has selected ten maps and data visualizations to add to its growing collection.The most eye-popping of thisyear's crop of finalists is Ward Shelley's twisty, tentacle-y "History ofScience Fiction." Now, at a single glance, you can finally see how the Enlightenment gavebirth to cyber punk:



Prototype 3 (in progress)



Prototype 3



Kevin Longley  “Self Portrait” “John Moore”





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still derivative of my sculptural work, limited by bilateral symmetry and anatomical structure.





































http://www.eigenfactor.org/projects/well-formed/screenshots.html



Branch: Earth & Space
Astronomy: the scientific study of stars, planets, and other objects in outer space
Fields: Planetary Science, Cosmology
Color Code: Mahogany Form Surface
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Branch: Earth & Space
Geoscience: Any of the various sciences dealing with the Earth’s atmosphere, hydrosphere, 
lithosphere, or biosphere.
Fields: Climate, Geology, Oceanography
Color Code: Mahogony
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Branch: Social Science
Sociology: is the study of social behavior or society, including its origins, development, organization, 
networks, and institutions
Fields: Law, Ethics, Economics
Color Code: Yellow

Human



Branch: Social Science
Psychology: is the study of behavior and mind, embracing all aspects of human experience.
Fields: Developmental, Cognitive
Color Code: Yellow

Form Surface

Human



Branch: Life Science
Functional Biology: is the comparative physiology of plants and animals; i.e. comparing the way 
different kinds of organisms function in the context of their structure (anatomy).
Fields: Physiology, Medicine, Ecology
Color Codes: Olive Green, Emerald, Red, Dandelion, Brick Red, Peach
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Branch: Life Science
Cellular Biology: is the study of cell structure and function, and it revolves around the concept that 
the cell is the fundamental unit of life. Focusing on the cell permits a detailed understanding of the tissues 
and organisms that cells compose.
Fields: Evolutionary Biology, Genetics
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Branch: Physical Science
Chemistry: is a branch of physical science that studies the composition, structure, properties and 
change of matter.
Fields: Materials, Chemical Reactions
Color Code: Blue

Form Surface
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Branch: Physical Science
Physics:  is the natural science that involves the study of matter and its motion through space and 
time, along with related concepts such as energy and force.
Fields: Particle Physics, Thermodynamics
Color Code: Mulberry

Form Surface

Atom



Branch: Formal Science
Mathematics: is the study of topics such as quantity (numbers), structure, space, and change.
Fields: Computer Science, Statistics, Informatics
Color Code: Mulberry
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String Theory?



Branch: Formal Science
Logic: systematic study of the principles of valid inference and correct reasoning.  
Fields: Philosophy, Semantics, Ethics, Metaphysics
Color Code: Mulberry

Form Surface

String Theory?



Additional Considerations…

Emerging Fields
1. Neuroparasitology
2. Quantum Biology
3. Exo-meteorology
4. Nutrigenomics
5. Cliodynamics
6. Synthetic Biology, 
7. Recombinant Memetics, 
8. Computational Social Science
9. Cognitive Economics
10. Organic Electronics
11. Quantitative Biology

Knowledge Voids

Organization: Do fields need to be arranged in order by scale of research subject?

Interactive Component: Marble run
• Strength of material
• Marble most appropriate?
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